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Mclarty: One year, 1,500 tweets
By Alexis Hosticka
Editor-in-Chief
With a Twitter following of a little more than 4,400 and
a year of presidency under his belt, Dr. Bruce McLarty is
enjoying a slower year and no longer being a freshman on
the job.
"It was an unsustainable pace, but we knew that going
into it," McLarty said. "IfI had to pick one word (to describe
the year) it would probably be the word fast and very busy,
but it was very good."
For many connected with Harding, the best way to keep
up with McLarty is through his Twitter and Instagram.
Although he has become fairly active on those social media
platforms, he did not use either before becoming president
and said that he still does not have a Facebook account.
"My first day on Twitter was the day before I became
president ofHarding,"McLarty said. "My initial plunge into
Twitter was so that I could take people on the journey with
me: when I go places, when I meet people, when I experience
just happy things about Harding, I can share that with people."
McLarty's Twitter rules are to never be negative and to
never be sarcastic. He said he reads through everything that is
tweeted at him but sometimes has to ask his wife or students
to help him interpret what certain tweets mean. The most
activity that his Twitter feed has gotten was last December
when McLarty tweeted about deciding the finals schedule.
"That's the one where the hashtag 'optional finals' went
crazy,"McLarty said laughing. "That night when we announced
the revised schedule and the bad news that we are going to
have finals, my phone just blew up, and so I finally just turned
it off and went to bed ... I couldn't walk (students) through
the feelings they were having."
Students notice and appreciate McLarty's social media
presence.
"I follow him on Instagram and Twitter, and it's cool to
see him trying to be a part of our community at Harding,"
senior Hailey Gower said. "He's really trying to be involved
with the students in a way that's relevant to us. I think he's
done a really great job connecting with the students and
finding ways to get them involved in stuff and getting personal with them."
Before he became president, McLarty worked at Harding

GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
Juniors Blake Lawson and Corrie Prestridge and senior Dalton Braziel talk to President Dr. Bruce
Mclarty as they leave chapel on Friday, Sept. 12. Mclarty's presidential inauguration was one year ago.

for nine years, which he said helped prepare him for this role.
With Chancellor Emeritus Dr. Clifton Ganus and Chancellor
Dr. David Burks both still on campus, McLarty said he can
look to them for help when he needs it. He said he views
Ganus as a model and Burks as a mentor.
"They are both wonderful to give me counsel when I ask
for it and and they are wonderful not to give me counsel until
I ask for it and that's a real treasure," McLarty said.
He views his leadership role not only as a guiding force
for the university, but as something everyone must work
together on. He compared his role to that of a song leader.
"Dr. Warren Casey said the key to great song leading is
you start them on pitch and you take them where they want
to go, and I feel like there's something about that that's a part

of the presidency," McLarty said. "You keep them on pitch
and you take them where together we decide to go. My job
as president is to keep us on pitch."
Going into the presidency, McLarty said that he feared
it might be a lonely job. Based on books he had read by
university presidents, he had worries that when he made
difficult decisions it could alienate him from others.
But he has found it to be completely the opposite.
"The most difficult things I have faced in my first year
there have been people who walked with me through those
difficult decisions, and so at the end of it all I had deeper
relationships rather than fewer relationships,"McLarty said.
"That was my biggest surprise because I was really prepared
for this island that people talk about."

Film festival showcases
'cult crowd pleasers'

JANAE CALLICOAT I The Bison
Seniors Landis T indell and Jacob Norwood film their new morning show,
"Searcy Sunrise." The show begins Saturday, Sept. 20, at 10 a.m. on channel 16.

Morning show kicks off
By Chloe Savage
Student Writer
TV16 has added "Searcy
Sunrise," a morning show
program, to its weekend
broadcast, due to air the first
episode Saturday, Sept. 20,
at 10 a.m.
The 30-minute show will
feature businesses and activities
that connect Harding to the
Searcy community.
The executive producers
of the show, seniors Jacob
Norwood and Landis Tindell,
have been playing with the
idea of a "Good Morning,
Harding" program for the past
two years. With support ofthe
communication department
faculty, they have finally been
able to focus on this dream
to make it a reality.

"Jacob and I have been
wanting to do a show for the
last couple of years," Tindell
said. "It started as a political
round table show that we
decided was not going to work
out, and then it formed into
an hour long "Good Morning
America" type show, and then
after meetings with faculty, it
got formed into a focus on
the community since this is
the only TV station in White
County."
As far as the focus of the
show, Norwood said they
wanted something that was
not news and was easy to shoot.
'We wanted something that
connects Harding to Searcy,
because there's this huge
divide there," Norwood said.
Saturday's show will feature

Slader's Alaskan Dumpling
Co. and Beyond Boundaries.
Both local businesses are
owned and run by Harding
alumni. Other features may
include Shop Bella Couture
and non-profit organizations
such as Jacob's Place and the
Sunshine School.
"People at Harding know
what's going on already,"
Tindell said. "We should be
focusing exclusively on the
community and how to bring
their viewership back to us."
Watch "Searcy Sunrise"
Saturdays at 10 a.m. on TV16
or online at www.streaming.
harding.edu. Contact the
production team via Facebook
orTwitter@searcysunrise or
email searcysunrise@gmail.
com with feedback.

By Maeghen Carter
Student Writer
This past Sunday, the Little Rock Film
Festival (LRFF) launched a new fall series.
Every month, the LRFF will show a different
film and host a special event to accompany it.
The series began Sunday, Sept. 14, with
a showing of Wes Anderson's "Rushmore"
at the Central Arkansas Library System
(CALS) Ron Robinson Theatre in Little
Rock. The showing was accompanied with
local musicians covering songs from the
soundtrack of the film.
Program director Levi Agee has been volunteering for the LRFF for six years. He has
gone through hundreds of films and picked
the best few to represent what he thinks are
the best independent films in the world.
"My goal for this new film series is (to)
offer an incentive for people to come to the
theater in a time when movie houses aren't
doing so great," Agee said. "It's so easy to
stay at home and watch your favorite show
or movie on Netflix or iTunes."
Adjunct professor Grant Dillion is involved
in the LRFF. He said this is a great cultural
experience for students to get involved in
with a great cinematic lineup.
"It's great to have someone like Levi Agee,
who is so w~ll versed in the world of cinema,
to curate the lineup for you," Dillion said.
Agee said he plans on showing a different
cult crowd plea5er each month. Agee
said that cult crowd pleasers can
be defined as "films that have
a following and are usually
critically acclaimed, but are
also enjoyable and fun to see
in theaters."
The events regarding this
series will take place in the
CALS Ron Robinson Theatre
in down town Little

Rock. This
provides an
intimate setting

Open mic night,
page 2A

Beauty in imperfection,
page 3A

CAB offers an open
performance forum for
students at Starbucks.

Junior Madison
He nderso n sha res her
p ositive o utlook.

My goal for this new film
series is {to) offer an
incentive for people to
come to the theater in a
time when movie houses
aren't doing so great.
- Levi Agee, Film
Festival program
director
for film lovers to experience the movie.
"We all watch modern movies in a million
different ways, many times alone on a laptop or mobile device, yet there's something
amazing about watching classic films in a
theater with an audience who both loves and
respects the movie as much as you," Dillion
said. "It's a cultural connection you can't get
any other way.".
For October, Agee plans on showing a film
that goes along with the Halloween season.
'Tm geeking out thinking about all the
strange stuff we are thinking of trying, but
I think people are really going to love it,"
Agee said.
More information on the October showing, the rest of the series and other LRFF
programs can be found online at www.
LittleRockFilmFestival.org.
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CAB brings back
open mic night
By Zach Hailey
Asst. Copy Editor

As fall rolls in, the Campus Activities Board (CAB)
is bringing back open mic
night on Tuesday nights at

JANAE CALLICOAT

I The Bison

Seniors Silas Heffley and Kyle Nossaman help position flags around the front lawn. The international
flags were placed on Sept. 10 by Phi Alpha Theta, the political science honors society.

Starbucks. Students with

"Sometimes; people put

various talents have the

together a great arrange-

opportunity to take the
stage in a friendly venue
to perform music, read
poetry, sing and more. This
atmosphere attracts several
unique acts and is a great way
to spend a Tuesday evening
·away from the dorm.
Junior Austin McCoy is
an employee of CAB and
coordinates open mi<,: night.

ment and you get to see the
talented people on campus,
and sometimes it's just funny
to watch people who aren't
super great but are confident
enough to give it a shot
anyways," McCoy said.
McCoy hopes to see the
program grow and not fizzle
out like it potentially could.
He said it is important to

"We have plans to try and
add a little variety,"McCoy
said. "There is a poetry
night coming up where all
performers will be reading
poetry. I don't think we have
done that before. There is
a lot of potential for other
themed nights."

Students use 3,000 flags
to commemorate 9/11
International flags represent America's diversity, remembrance
By Amber Houston
Student Writer

Memorial flags representing
the lives lost on 9/ 11 were
positioned on the front lawn
on Wednesday, Sept. 10.
"On the front lawn there
are 2,999 flags, (which is)
actually the most current figure because they're still using
DNA to identify victims as
recently as last month," said
Bob Reely, associate executive
director for the American
Studies Institute.
Phi Alpha Theta, the political science honors society, is
in charge of the international
flags. According to assistant
professor ofpolitical science
Lori Klein, one of the sponsors for Phi Alpha Theta, the
international flags are an important part of the memorial
because they represent the

diversity of America.
"We put about 380 international flags, but when
they read the names every
year, there's way more than
380 names, that yoy can go
'oh that's an Italian name,
that's Irish,"' Klein said,"
(There are) thousands of
ethnic sounding names that
are out there. That's what this
country is about."
The 9/11 project serves
as a humbling experience
for those who place the flags.
"It's interesting, it's a
physically humbling thing
to put these flags out," Klein
said. "You kind of have to
get down on your knees or
get down on the ground to
really work it out right, and
so it puts a lot of people in a
prayerful posture."
Judith Hart, the food

service director for Aramark,
views the flags as a way to
remember her cousin Malissa
White, who worked on the
99th floor of the twin towers.
"They represent just a
reflection of her life, and it
just warms my heart to know
that the university cares so
much about not only my
cousin, but all the 3,000 plus
individuals that died on that
day," Hart said.
For other members on
campus, the flags represent
fear for future generations
and the problems that they
may have to encounter. Reely
said he would love for all his
grandchildren to be able to visit
HUG, but with the turmoil
in the Middle East, being a
Christian can be dangerous.
Even though the 9/11 flags
represent a time of sadness

Phi Kappa Delta recruits members

Cross Cultured took the
stage, according to s~nior
Spencer Ej, a member of
Cross Cultured. The unique
group was thrilled to have
the opportunity to perform..

spread the word and really
try to bring open mic night
to life.
Sophomore Garrett White
is CAB staff m,ember who
occasionally assists McCoy
in coordinating open mic
night.
"We want to put on open
mic night every otherTuesday," ·
White said. "This gives individuals and groups a chance
to get their act together, so .
to speak, before it's time to
perform. It should be a good,
constant turn out when things
pick up."
The next open mic night
is Tuesday, Sept. 23 at 9

McCoy said that due to
the amount of acts submitted
As l was walking last year, he knows there is
to the flags while It plenty of talent that needs
was raining,. I just ·
heard the word from to be displayed. He said
the Lord saying, 'He that not only does it help
leadeth me beside students overcome any fear
stlU pastures, and he or stage fright that they
restoreth my soul..' might have, it also allows
- Judith Hart, experienced performers to
Aramark food do what they love in front
service director of a small group of viewers.

p.m. at Starbucks. Follow
@HardingCAB on Twitter

At last Tuesday's open mic
night, a group of culturally
diverse students known as

for more information on
upcoming open mic night
events.

for many, others look at it
as a beacon of hope and a
reminder of God's presence.
"I actually went out there
this morning, and as I was
walking to the flags while it
was raining, I just heard the
word from the Lord saying,
'He leadeth me beside still
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Sophomore Ashley Dolan meets prospective Phi Kappa Delta members at
the club's American-themed reception on Sept. 16. This will be Phi Kappa
Delta's first time to go through Club Week.
frequented by hackers, and
it was asserted that nearly
sixty percent of the hacked
accounts were active. Those
with personal Gmail accounts
are encouraged to change
their password, according
to the Federalist.

RUSSIA - This past
week, nearly 5 million Gmail
account passwords were discovered on a Russian social
media discus sion forum,
according to the International
Business Times. A link to
the database was shared and
discovered on a Reddit page

WINSLOW, Ariz. Earlier this year, a guiltracked man drove all the
w ay from North Carolina
to Arizona to confess to
a homicide case from 17
years ago, according to the
Washington Post. Matthew
Gibson, 55, confessed to
killing Barbara Leone Brown
with a flashlight in 1997
and was sentenced to ten

and a half years in prison
on Sept. 12.
SAN FRANCISCO YELP, the online customer
review service, recently
payed $450,000 to settle a
lawsuit acGusing the com-
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pany of collecting names,
email addresses and other

lWNafUIG
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pertinent information from
children as young as 9 years

~M.72143 ·
501~

old without the consent of
their parents, according to
Bloomberg. YELP said on
Sept. 15 that the problem

r

tr i.;rts.

was the fault of a "bug" in its
mobile registration process
and that the issue has been
resolved.
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cole mok

Working on working out
tyler jones

guest
writer

ripped from their axillary region to their
lumbar quadrant, a necessity for self-esteem. Girls ran on the treadmills with
the latest break up song bursting through
their earphones and fire in their eyes
as they doubled my speed and mileage.
This place was a constant reminder of
my toothpick arms from seventh grade
that somehow had the strength to hold
me back from an adequate self-image.
Nonetheless, I was faithful to my routine.
After I completed the disaster simulation, I was exhausted. We had to carry
disaster victims to multiple locations
through difficult terrain and tiring obstacles. When I reflected on the situation, I

right to be affected by them. I thought
that keeping my insecurities to myself
also meant keeping their consequences
from hurting the ones I care for. However, this tragic simulation revealed this

"I was raised by
a television"

I-'"._.._ __.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Cultural
deja vu

tragedy in me. Throughout our lives, we
will influence a vast majority of people.
They will encounter us in a plethora of
environments and we must be ready to
ou probably can't tell from my
share Christ with them, even when we are
picture, but I am not ripped. I
discovered my natural ability for
at our weakest. If we are overprotective
blessing and a curse of music, fashion
feebleness in 7th grade when I could not
of our flaws we run the risk of valuing
and
culture is that there's very little that
bench the bar during football workouts.
our security over the security of others.
hasn't
been done yet. I like that because
. My best game plan for thi~ predicament
Even the most personal insecurities
it's dependable. You can always have a general
was to be content with my meager
could be inadvertently passed down to
expectation ofwhat's going to happen next. That's
our children or adapted by those who are
physique. However, my acceptance for
also frustrating for artists and creators who strive
mediocrity was terminated last semester. came to appreciate my time in the gym. close to us. Working on our weaknesses
for originality, which is apparently a concept not
I was a part of an emergency response Although I still lack an enjoyment in and making ourselves stronger is of the
grasped by all, based on what's been playing on
simulation where I had to help injured the lifting of weights, I now understand utmost importance when we consider
the radio these last few years.
civilians to a clinic for help. The actors the value in strengthening my body to meeting the needs of others. With even .
I love shopping with my mom because as we
I worked with were covered in fake a proper physique. If I had not worked the smallest amount of power comes a
pass every rack of clothes, she points at each
blood and each had different ailments out before the disaster simulation, then call of responsibility.
garment and says, "I wore that 20 years ago. I
that needed unique treatment. My job I would not have been as effective in
If you are scared of working out,
consisted of comforting some patients, carrying people. As I lifted stretchers of have an unhealthy body image, don't had that exact top when I was in high school.
but a majority of my work was consumed ~creaming actors, I did not think of the give yourself a chance or let fear control Did they invent a time machine and steal that
with carrying screaming victims on strong gym-goers who normally haunted your life in any other way, then strive from my closet?"
Like clockwork, every decade is resurrected and
my workout. I simply had an objective to break free of its grip so that you may
stretchers or wooden boards.
repurposed. Suddenly, all the girls wear cat-eye
At the start of the semester, I decided that I needed to accomplish with the be available to help others, even in the
eyeliner and all the guys have on short-sleeve
to work out with a group of friends. This tools that were available to me.
worst of your weaknesses.
button downs. Hopefully if you participate in
This experience allowed me to evaluate
was a gre~t challenge for me because the
TYLER JONES is a guest writer for the
these phenomena, you are at least aware that
gym is not my comfort zone. It is filled how I deal with my weaknesses. Before Bison.
our generation is not their first time around.
with people who I have always feared. the .s imulation, I assumed that my flaws He may be contacted at
Every
era gets an opportunity to be reprised and
Most guys wore bro-tanks that were were my business and no one else had the tjones l 3@harding.edu.
glamourized.
A few years ago, the '70s made their comeback:
there was a brief but noticeable spike in vegetarianism, tie-dye was back in style and Cher even
Interested in writing an opinion?
made an appearance at the 2010 VMAs - in her
iconic
leather and fishnet ensemble - much to
Contact Cole Mokry at jmokry@harding.edu.
everyone's horror.
More recently, the '80s had their moment:
Instagram, clearly inspired by Polaroid cameras,
was born, loud leggings became omnipresent
and Qyeen went on a reunion tour with Adam
Lambert as their substitute front man.
We didn't really give the '90s time to die bemadison henderson I find myself with a lower GPA, single I'm measured against that standard now,
fore we brought that decade back; with artists
- hey- at a new job and taking a tiny I fall sh ort of it. It was embarrassing
including No Doubt, New Kids on the Block and
number of credit hours. Meanwhile, I'm at first and is still humbling today. My
TLC maintaining semi-active careers throughout
guest
working to figure out why I can't sleep academic performance can no longer
the 'OOs and '10s. Nevertheless, the '90s are here
writer
or read or write the way that I used to be the well from which I replenish my with a vengeance now: "Girl Meets World" hit
and trying to decide if all of that's such self-confidence, and I am so much better
the silver screen this summer, Surge is being sold
a bad thing after all.
for losing that external source. But those on Amazon and we came so close to getting a
Nevertheless, I find myself in an pitying looks I've received are also rooted
sequel to "Mrs. Doubtfire" (RIP, Robin).
sat in Hastings staring at my screen, awkward position. Especially when it in something else, a pervasive fault in
I love a good throwback as much as anyone,
overwhelmed by a sense of weariness comes to people asking relatively harmless our selective memory. We are all "those"
but the planner in me is anxious about the future.
as I grappled with a possibl~ idea of questions such as "How many hours are people, every single one of us.
All of our styles, trends, even pop culture as a
the "perfect" Bison article, when I real- you taking?" I answer "seven," and the
It's been a challenging year and I'm whole for the last 10 years has been one massive
ized that imperfection would be better. well-intentioned eyebrows automatically exhausted and uncertain and grateful.
tribute to the generations that preceded us, which
It's what I have, and if nothing else, I'll go up. I can see it behind the soaring I'm grateful because the challenging
is fine, but what are kids going to imitate in 15
eyebrows. I am transformed into one of situations have brought about more love
have my honesty leftover.
years when they bring the '10s back?
Remember that scene from "X-Men: "those people" - one of "those people" in my relationships, a greater number
If I come back to Harding for Homecoming
Days of Future Past" when Tate from who get suspended for having a sip of of opportunities and a healthier mind,
in a couple decades and kids are browsing Yik
"American Horror Story" is flying a~ound alcohol on their birthday. "Those people" none of which would have been possi- Yak on their vintage iPhone 6s and riding around
the kitchen in the Pentagon, setting all of whose grades are so bad they're put on ble without each painful and necessary
campus on their penny boards, I'll trip every one
· the unwitting civil servants up to destroy academic probation. You know about episode. I hold this idea close: good and
of them without a second thought.
,rh:em,selves? The past year has sort of them. Whether internally or externally, bad things will happen to everyone with
It's great that we celebrate what we love about
""1'. ...
be.en'like that for me. Except I'm one of we speculate about them -whoever they absolutely no favor and no consideration.
the past. They say that if we don't study history,
the guys
in the vests who hate mutants ~re and whatever they did. How strange It is only one's own interpretation of, and
....
.
we're doomed to repeat it. I agree that we should
~d the soundtrack is much worse. A
to be one. I didn't feel too guilty about reaction to, those things that dictates
study history-why even listen to "Britney Jean"
fiiw highlights: I made friends with my only taking seven hours this semester the worth and usefulness that they are (2013) if you didn't listen to "Britney!" (2001) p~rents-,... they are super cool, who knew until I told my friends. Nearly every allowed to have in the context of a life. but doomed is a strong word, and recycling trends
~:I worked a bunch, I didn't save enough, . time I divulged this information the Falling short daily, I rest in knowing turned out to be not such a bad thing.
1'went overseas, I developed crippling
confession was met with that familiar that God has written grace over every
I'm not worried about the future either. If
jiisomnia which caused a relapse into pitying look - and sometimes hugs, day of the past year, and that he writes people want to bring the undercut back in a few
depression. Side note: In case anyone i~ but I'm pretty much always cool with far more beautifully than I.
years, the joke is on them because that doesn't
W-oni:iering, sleep is sort of fund~~ental those. I was confused the first time
<.,
even look cool now.
when attempting to function as a real this happened. Taking fewer hours is a
COLE MOKRY is the opinions ~ltor for the
llve persO,n. Ifyou enjoy good sleep, value positive thing for me ar this point, isn't
MADISON
HENDERSON
is
a
guest
Bison.
that sucker, because you're #blessed to that obvious? That sad look is rooted
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
~ave it. I also added another major and in a generally accepted idea of what a She may be contacted at
jmokry@hardlng.edu.
~.tarted paying attention to politics. Now college career should look like. When mhenderson l@harding.edu.
Twitter: @jcolemokry
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At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between
our staff and the public it serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner. If you
have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please email Alexis Hosticka, the editor-in-chief, at ahostick@harding.edu. "The Bison (USPS 577-660)
is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 18 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143. POSTMASTER:
Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001." BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to contribute work
under the byline "guest writers." Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers' stories as they deem necessary, while still identifying the work
as the guest writers' own.
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alexis hosticka

For what
it's worth

I

YikYak
neutrality

have Yik Yak. I check it from time to time.
Some ofit is absolutely hilarious. People yak
stuffworthy ofbeing tweeted and re-tweeted
and favorited. Yaks that are worthy of claiming
and being proud 0£ Yik Yak is an app that allows
you to anonymously post tweet-like content and
view other Yaks in your area.
The problem that has been causing a minor
uproar is that Yik Yak is entirely anonymous.
Nothing anyone says, yaks, comments, up-votes
or down-votes is connected with a name. So you
can't claim your Yik Yak fame. But some of the
time people probably don't even want to claim
their yaks because they are rude or offensive.
Yik Yak can be a place where hilarity ensues
but instead it has also become a place where
anonymity can bring out the worst in people.
It reminds me ofsomething like writing stupid
graffiti on a bathroom stall in middle or high
school. People will see it, and if it's really funny
they'll say something about it, even though they
had no idea who said it. But in reality that is all
the person doing the writing wants: to have what
he or she says noticed.
When I was younger and my brothers would
get on my nerves, my mom used to tell me that
ifl just ignored them, they would stop bothering
me. Thirteen-year-old me rarely heeded this
advice, but I think that you can apply the same
suggestion to how you view Yik Yak.
Yik Yak is all about shock value. It's about
saying stuff that isn't politically correct or polite.
As I was writing this column, it took me awhile
to figure out what my stance on the app was,
but then I realized it's because I feel completely
neutral about it.
I'm not particularly pro Yik Yak; I think a lot
of what's being said is just downright pointless.
But most of the people who use the app realize
that too. I think when it gets to the point of
bullying a specific person then yakking has gone
entirely too far. Ifyou're not going to attach your
own name to something, then leave the name
dropping out ofYik Yak.
But I'm also not particularly against Yik Yak.
As I said earlier, it's funny sometimes. Someone
yakked the other day, "Trying to find a parking
spot at this school is like trying to find an open
Chick-fil-A on a Sunday." If you don't want to
read the negative comments then just don't get
the app.
Yes, people say rude things that you could
probably do without seeing. But the thing is, if
you never download the app and never look at
it, then you will indeed go without seeing it. No
one is direct messaging you, reading it to you or
forcing you to indulge.
There's a phrase that our culture likes to throw
around when we say mean and rude things: "no
offense.""No offense but... "has become a way
to make mean things sound nicer. It tries to
soften the blow of something harsh by making
an excuse for it.
I think of Yik Yak like that. People try to
soften the blow ofwhat they say by not actually
claiming it.
The problem is, just like saying "no offense,"
not claiming what you say doesn't make it any
nicer. But not everything on Yik Yak is mean.
And nearly everything on YikYak that may sound
mean is entirely a joke or sarcastic. Most of the
time, the reason people don't put their names with
it is because they don't want to be taken seriously.
But in case you were wondering, you can still get
caught on Yik Yak for things you say. According
to The Journal News, a high school student yakked
about the Yorktown Highschool exploding. The
police found him by using GPS tracking and he
was charged with juvenille deliquincy.
I'll leave you with this: ifYik Yak bothers you,
just don't download the app. It probably won't
affect you in any way, shape or form.
If you like Yik Yak, use it without being a
bully. There's a fine line between being stupid
and being a jerk. And in the end, what you say
can probably be tracked back to you.
So Yak at your own risk.

ALEXIS HOSTICKA is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
ahostick@harding.edu.
Twitter: @alexis_hosticka

Strength in solitude
cana moore

guest
writer

A

glance to the side. The occasional
double-take. Some whispered
conversation to the person they
are walking with, who, of course, must turn
and look as well. A fl.ash of pity. Perhaps
a small frown to their companion. They
slowly pass, as another group walks by
with the same result. I know this scene
all too well.
As a single woman on the campus of
Harding University, this happens to me
a few times a week. This is particularly an
issue because I like to sit on the swings
by myself. I do not need a partner with
whom to pass the time through discourse,
I simply enjoy the outside. The stigma of
"three swings and a ring" is burned into
the minds of Harding's female population,
and swinging is therefore considered

sacrosanct. Since I do not, however, have life. Without them, most activities would
anyone with me, I am "of all people most lack color. We were made to be a part
to be pitied." Admittedly, not everyone of other people's lives, just as they were
who sees me sitting alone assumes that I meant to be in ours. Community is key
am in need of accompaniment, but there for everyone. And close relationships, such
as those between interested parties, are
are certainly those that do.
When I go see a movie by myself, or rich and created for positive goals. I do
go out to dinner alone, the same thing not begrudge those who are in exclusive
happens. Sometimes, I do want company, relationships or devalue their efforts to
and appreciate when I am relieved of the bless one another; I simply want us to
silence by cheery conversation. It does consider another option.
All this to say that having people
not, however, mean that I am incomplete
without another, particularly an exclusive (boyfriends, girlfriends, friends) with you
relationship.
is great. Being alone, however, is not the
I have never been in any (serious or end of the universe. It allows for internal
otherwise) relationship, and because I am reflection, personal introspection and
not actively seeking one, I get interesting independent growth. I relish the quiet
reactions. Many are worried they might time I periodically experience and the
catch the dangerous disease of quaran- maturity it can bring. Do not pity those
tine that I carry. If infected, they would who are alone. Pity those who think that
automatically become ancient spinsters they must have significant others because
with many cats, since the only time to society expects it of them. That is more
find a spouse is in college ..I do not fear of a curse than the alternative.
that fate, perhaps because I am allergic to
cats, or maybe because I understand the
CANA MOORE is a guest writer for the
constructive nature of singleness.
Bison.
Please do not misunderstand me. She may be contacted at
Relationships of any kind are crucial to cmoore22@harding.edu.
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Getting serious about cereal

t's a tough life being a breakfast
cereal mascot. A starving bunny,
reduced to desperate schemes to
get cereal, is told over and over, "Silly
Rabbit, Trix are for kids."Toucan Sam
is forced to follow his nose everywhere
in an endless search for orange, lemon
and cherry-flavored Fruit Loops. A frog
in a baseball cap gets hooked on Sugar
Smacks. A spokesman for Cocoa Pebbles
finds himself stuck in the Stone Age.
And poor Tony the Tiger. No matter
how soggy his Frosted Flakes get, he
still has to say, "They're Grrrreat!"
Some mascots are even monsters. I
still remember the commercials where
Count Chocula and Franken Berry
argued constantly over whose cereal
was better. The debate went something
like this: The Count boasted that he
had chocolate marshmallows. Franken
Berry countered that his cereal contained
strawberry marshmallows. Both, we
were reassured, were part of a complete
breakfast. It seemed like a total draw
until a little blue ghost showed up in
a bow tie and yellow hat and started
peddling Boo Berries.
All of America was soon to learn
what happens when you eat blue cereal.
Something I know all too well from the
Smurf Berry Crunch incident of 1982.
Nevertheless, the commercials have
always been brilliant exercises in persuasion. In one song that I now cannot
get out of my head, a group of children
in a treehouse would praise the size of
their favorite brand: "Honeycomb's big ...
yeah, yeah, yeah!" And in case we weren't

michael
claxton

convinced, they hit us with the second
verse: "It's not small ... no, no, no!" It
was a crushing argument. Rhetorically
speaking, they had us trapped.
I still remember the thrill I got from
watching the first commercial for C-3PO's
cereal. There he was-the golden robot
himself, hawking what ~as billed as "A
crunchy new Force at breakfast." As the
cereal box floated in space, turned over,
and blasted off like a Star Destroyer, I
thought I had died and gone to Alderaan.
I was less excited, so I recall, in 1984,
when Mr. T Cereal hit the shelves. Clearly,
the OJiaker Company had gone too far,
and I pitied the fools.
One cereal icon has fallen on especially
hard times. Did you hear that Captain
Crunch was exposed in 2013 for not actually being a Captain? During 40 years,
no one had noticed that the three stripes
on the sleeve of his uniform mark him
as only a lowly commander. It seemed
that for decades, we had all been living
a lie. Fortunately, when the news broke,
people on the Internet rushed to the
Captain's defense. That's just another
triumph for the Internet.
But to make things worse, scholars
at Cornell recently released a disturbing
study that reveals what marketers of

cereal have long been trying to do. The
researchers-who insist that they are
not "Cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs"- have
examined the eyes of characters on cereal boxes and found that they mostly
tend to look down, at an average angle
of ten degrees.
These researchers - who have denied
being named "Snap, Crackle, and Pop"also discovered that children tend to be
rather short. Therefore, by some form
of logic they call "deduction," they've
hypothesized that when children walk
down the cereal aisle at Kroger, the
characters on the boxes appear to be
looking down at them.
Do you realize what this means? If
these researchers are correct - and
you can bet your Lucky Charms they
are - then marketers of cereals may in
fact be trying to target their products to
children. Say it ain't so, Mikey!
I had no idea this sort of thing was
going on. But now that I think back on
my childhood, I see all those beady eyes
staring ten degrees down at me. In fact,
it's all coming together now. The Fiber
One box was always on the top shelf, right
at eye level with Grandpa. There is no
telling how deep this conspiracy goes. If
I find out that Mary Lou Retton was in
on this when she fronted for Wheaties,
I may not have the will to go on. All the
puffs have been taken out of my sails.
Breakfast will never be complete again.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
mclaxto l@harding.edu.
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Farewell
Goodell
Ifyou are like most sports
funs and tuned into SportsCenter
the last few weeks, you are aware
of the recent news following
the Ray Rice video.
Investigations have grown
over the past week, and a
number of players are now
being accused.
After the Baltimore Ravens
terminated Rice's contract,
more players like Adrian Peterson and Greg Hardy from
the NFL were brought under
investigation for similar actions.
As of Wednesday these
players have been put under
the commissioner exempt list,
which basically means they
are on the shelf until further
notice, or until the court makes
its decision.
Since the initial two-game
suspension of Rice was handed
down, the NFL and its spokesperson Roger Goodell, has
made a series ofbad decisions.
As the second video of Rice
visibly abusing his wife came to
the front page, Goodell seemed
to be lying through his teeth.
He stated in an article on CBS
New York, that the NFL asked
for the second video, but no
police department cooperated
with the organization to give
them evidence.
His statements about the
video were put on the judging
table, and the Associated Press
said law enforcement officials
did give a copy of the tape to
the NFL.
So who do we trust? Did
he see it and turn a blind eye
to save face and conti nue
profiting?
Goodellisatthefrontofthe
line to be tossed under the bus
to save the league's integrity.
The NFL has hired an FBI
investigator to look into the
elevator video and see which
side is telling the truth. I have
a tough time believing TMZ
can get a hold of a security
tape, but a thriving, powerful
industry like the NFL can't
seem to get its hands on it.
With the NFL's viewing
audience pushing hard, the
organization needs to regroup
and keep its remaining fans
both male and female. This is
a move that would ultimately
push Goodell out the door,
regardless ofthe FBI's results.
He is the one fans are blaming
for the poor job representing
this game, and he is too deep
in the quicksand to save his job.
A commissionerwho slaps a
player on the wrist for abusing
a woman shouldn't be at the
forefront of an organization
that influences so many lives.
What is Goodell teaching by
letting these players play a
game that is a privilege, and
not a right? He has no control
over these individuals.
The commissioner is supposed to be the face of this
organization and protect its
name and its value, but he
has done neither. The NFL
seems to be a league that has
fallen under the watchful eye ·
of Mr. Goodell.
#ResignGoodell
#ThatsASchocker

SHANE SCHOCK is sports

edtor for the 2014201 5 Bison. He may be
contacted at
sschock.@harcing.edJ.
Twitter:

@Shane_M_Schock
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Senior Marindia Turner spikes the ball against University of Arkansas-Fort Smith in their matchup on Sept . 16 in the Rhodes Field
House. The Bisons won the match 3-1.

Lady Bisons keep home streak alive
By Hunter Beck
Beat reporter

The volleyball team won its home
opener on Tuesday, defeating Arkansas-Fort Smith 3-1 for the team's 24th
consecutive home win.
The Lady Bisons got off to a slow
start, winning the first set 25-23
before losing the second set14-25 to
the strength of a 10-0 run from the
Lady Lions.
The team responded in a big way
in the third set, winning 25-20 with
16 kills. Senior Taryn Eubank led the
rally, tallying 15 assists in the third set
after averaging 10 assists in the first
two. Senior Liv Savage doubled her
kill total, recording five kills in that set.
According to Eubank, the team began
playing with a different rhythm than

a 25-18 win to secure the team's sixth
they h ad in the first two sets.
"W e didn't like th at loss in the win of the season.
second game, so we really got it going,"
The victory came off a weekend
Eubank said. "We were making our in which the Lady Bisons lost two
own points, we were running with it of their three matches. According to
and playing our game. We were really Eubank, the weekend's result served
in control."
as a motivator against the Lady Lions.
"We really were hungry for the
According to head coach Meredith
Fear, the team just needed a moment win," Eubank said. "We came out
and played as hard as we could and it
to slow down and find its rhythm.
"We weren't playing well," Fear showed on the court."
said. "(Arkansas-Fort Smith) did n't
To be recognized on the
earn many of their points. We were
conference level is a configiving them points. It was really just
dence boost for the whole
calming down a little and playing
team.
under control."
- Meredith Fear,
The L ady Bisons took control of
head coach
the fourth set early, building a 15- 8
Eubank's 47-assist performance came
lead with runs of 5-0 and 4-0. They after being named GAC Setter of the
capped the match with a 5-1 run for Week last weekend. Savage, who was

named GAC Defensive Player of the
W eek earlier this month, finished the
match with 14 kills and four blocks.
According to Fear, conference awards
for individual players are a result of
good team play and strengthen the
entire team.
"To be recognized on the conference level is a confidence boost for the
whole team," Fear said. "It's recognition
for the whole team as well as those
individual players."
Fear said that while the season is
just beginning, Tuesday's win against
a strong team bodes well for the
conference season.
"I'm seeing improvement each
match and seeing their confidence
grow," Fear said. "We're getting where
we need to go."

Golf starts with
12th place finish
Marquez ties school record,
takes ninth in tourn am ent
By David Salley
Asst Sports Editor

The Lady Bisons golf
team has officially begun
the seaso n sch edule as of
last weekend, playing in two
tournaments, the Central
Region Fall :::>review and the
Northeastern State Classic
in Tahlequah, Okla.
On Monday, the ladies
shot their best round of the
season at the NSC, posting
a first round 18-hole score
of 344 en route to a 12th
place finish in the 17-team
tournament.
The women have been
paced by senior Brittany
Marquez, the second best
golfer in program history
according to stroke average.
Marquez shot a 9- over
153 to finish seventh at
the Central R egion Fall
Preview and followed it up
with a 10- over 154 at the
Northeastern State Classic
to finish in a tie for ninth.
Her back-to-back top 10
finish es now leave her at 18
total for her career, which
ties the program record.
M arquez said that t h e
Northeastern State course
has always been one she has
played well on.
"I think I did pretty
we ll," M arqu ez said . "I
was hoping to do a little
bit bette r b ecause I won
this tournament two years
ago on the same course. I
played really well then, but
I was h appy with my score.
It's not too long of a course,
so I'm able to hit my sh ort
irons and hit the clubs I'm

comfortable with."
Although the Lady Bisons
feature a young squad this
year, they have also received
strong play from sophomore
Charles Ann Freeman and
fresh men Katelyn Walker
and Sarah Creeley, who
all shot season bests at th e
NSC tournament.
With all of the newcom ers, Marquez said that the
team's goals are just to get
better every week.
"We're just trying to
keep improving," Marquez
sa id . "W e want to enjoy
it and have as m u ch fu n
as possible, because it is a
great experience to get to
play college golf."
The Lady B isons next
match will be on Oct. 6- 7,
at th e Central Oklahoma
Classic, w h ich will t ak e
place starting at 8 a.m. The
two- day tournament will
be at Lincoln Park East
golf course in Edmond,
Oklahoma.
This will be the second
of three straight women's
golf events in Okla. for the
Lady Bisons .
The third one being Oct.
13-14,in the Great American
Conference Preview at the
Lake H efner Golf Club.
The next tim e the Lady
Bisons compete in th e area
will be in Cabot, Ark., O ct.
20-21, at the Commercial
Bank Fall classic hosted
by Arkansas Monticello
University.
The tournament will be
p layed on the Greystone
Golf Course.
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Offensive assistant coach Kenny Wheaton talks with senior slotback J ason
Oller at practice on Tuesday, Sept. 16.

Wheaton volunteers time
By Shane Schock

Wheaton said.
Aftercollegein 1979,WheaOffensive assistant coach ton got his first coaching job
Kenny W h eaton has been in the option offense at Kansas
around the triple option offense State University. Wheaton,
for decades and brought his who knew nothing about the
knowledge of the game to option going into Kansas, has
this university five years ago.
now coached this offense for
You do not see Wheaton the last 35 years.
coach from the field on Satur"Coach Wheaton has been
days. Instead, he is in the press the heart and soul ofthis offense
box helping the offensive staff since Harding's transition in
decipher what the opposing 2010," offensive assistant Luke
defense is doing.
Cullins said. "He is a tireless
W heaton was born into worker and has become a key
a military family and moved part in our Bison family."
more than he can remember
Wheaton currently lives in
as a child.
Arkadelphia, Ark., and travels
"My dad was a retired almost four hours and 200
lieutenant in the Air Force miles round trip every day to
and moved all over the world," practice. Wheaton is not on
W heaton said. "Between my pay from the University, he is
junior high and high school a volunteer.
years we probably moved 14
Cullins said Wheaton lives
times, sometimes two to three and breathes football and has set
times a year."
a great example for the players
Wheaton said the life of a with his time volunteering the
military family was pick-up- last five years.
and-go type mentality. H e said
Senior quarterback Keenan
that he can hardly recall his time Kellett saidWheaton is essential
in high school, his teachers, to their offense and knows every
classmates and friends from type of defense that opponents
the constant moving.
can throw against them.
After high school, WheaWheaton's expertise in
ton went to Henderson State coaching the triple option is
University, not to play football, so well respected that multiple
but to get an education and Division II schools make the
excel at a different sport.
trip to Harding's practices
"I was actually a profes- every year to learn from him
sional water-skier and won a first-hand.
few national championships,"
"Teams have been here
Sports Editor

watching Harding practice
in the spring,"Wheaton said.
"Our kids are a tremendous
example on how to practice
efficient and fast in this offense."
Wheaton said that this offense is built for teams that are
selfless and Harding's Christian
environment is perfect for the
triple option.
Harding has improved their
record over the last five years
going 9-2 in back-to-back
seasons for the first time in
school history.The triple option
was not created by Wheaton,
but a different style of it was
created by mistake one day
at practice.
"In 1992, at Lake Highlands High School, it just
happened by accident one
Sunday afternoon,"Wheaton
said. "We were running a trap
play and decided to read the
guy instead oftrapping the end
over the tight end. Eventually
we just said we can read the
guy of the tight end, the guy
over the tackle, why not read
the guy over the guard. Pretty
simple concept."
Wheaton said that he
h as coached at a number of
schools over the last 35 years,
and he is blessed to have the
opportunity to coach in such
a great atmosphere full of
tremendous young men and
cannot imagine coaching
anywhere else.

Watch sports
the real way
Kyle Nossaman
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Freshman David Korsten returns a serve at pracitce last Tuesday Sept. 16. The men's team plays in the
ITA/USTA tournament today.
·

Tennis team struggles in first
tournament of the season
By Matt Ryan
Features Editor

The men's tennis team
competed in its first tournament of the fall season
in Fort Smith, Ark., at the
University ofArkansas - Fort
Smith Men's Invitational,
Sept. 12-13. They lost their
first round match to UAFS
8-2 but rebounded to take
the second from them 6-1.
Harding competed in
round-robin format against
singles and doubles teams
from Oral Roberts University,
Arkansas-Fort Smith and
Ouachita Baptist University.
Due to bad weather conditions,
the teams were forced to play
their opening rounds on an
indoor court.
Tennis coach Marco Ruiz
said he thinks the initial losses
may have been a result of
playing indoors.
"We got there on Friday
and it was raining, so we
had to play indoors," Ruiz
said. "We don't have indoor

courts (at Harding), so we
had to get used to the lighting differences of the indoor
facilities and the faster pace
of the ball because of the
smoother surface. Everything
is different, so that slowed us
down a little at first."
Harding then played
against Ouachita Baptist.
Freshmen Andras Maries and
David Korsten were the first
team to play, and they lost
8- 6 against senior Marko
Boskovic and junior Vitor
Oliveira of Ouachita Baptist,
whom Ruiz said are currently
the number one team in the
region and the number four
team in the nation.
"It was a really close match
up until the very end," Ruiz
said. "I was really proud of
(Maries and Korsten), especially because it was the
first time they were playing
doubles together as a team in
a big tournament, and they
put up a huge fight against
the number one team in our

region."
Maries and Korsten went
on to defeat Oral Roberts,
8-5. Ruiz said he was proud
of their performance, especially considering Oral
Roberts' reputation for its
tennis program.
"That was huge, because not
only is Oral Roberts a Division
I school, but they're known
for having a great tradition in
tennis," Ruiz said. "For two
freshmen to beat such a great
team, it was huge for us and
was a big highlight for us."
Overall, Harding won four
of its nine doubles matches,
and all oftheir singles matches
against Ark.-Fort Smith. The
Bisons won nine out ofthier
total of 16 singles matches.
Ruiz said that although
this tournament serves as
more of a practice round to
prepare teams for upcoming
competitions, and it could also
be a good indicator for how
players will do later in the
season. Sophomore Brandon

Hogland, who won all of his
singles matches this weekend
and went 2-1 in doubles,
saiq that 'although this year's
team is younger, he thinks it
may still be better than past
year's teams.
"Although we are going
to play some teams that are
very dynamic and have some
really good players and doubles
teams, which will be h ard, I
think we're going to have a
better season this year and
in the next couple of years,"
Hogland said. "It's simply
from the fact that we have
more good players who are
at the same level this year.
They can increase their skills
together and at the same
pace, because a lot of us are
very alike."
Both the men's and
women's tennis teams are
currently competing in the
ITA/USTA Central Region
Tournament in Springfield,
Mo. The tournament will last
until Sunday.

I get mad when people
say, "Why would I pay $53
to go to a sports game when
I can simply watch it for free
from my TV?"
Watching athletic events
in person is, first and foremost, the way sports were
intended to be experienced.
IfWikipedia is correct, the
very first known sports were
sprinting and wrestling.
Now do you really think
that such events were performed iri complete and utter
secrecy for the sole enjoyment
of the two participants?
Certainly not. You see, the
purpose of sports was and
is to provide entertainment
for the masses and serve
as a public venue where
participants can showcase
their talents.
Nowadays, athletic events
are available in a risk-free
environment knowri as a
plasma screen. Yes, it's free
to watch games on a screen.
Yes, on such devices you .
can rewind and decide for
yourself whether a player was
out-of-bounds or not. Yes,
you do get a clear, close-up
view without the risk of bad
weather or an uncomfortable
seat. But what you may gain
in comfort and convenience
you lose in authenticity and
experience.
You miss out on the
simple, original joys of the
game and become less of
a participant than the cat
snoozing next to you on
the couch.
To those ofyou who have
never attended an athletic
event or even those who
consistently choose the TV
as opposed to the real deal,
here is what you miss out on:
Attending a football game
gives you an appreciation
of the grandeur of football
stadiums and the history that
resides within their concrete
walls. Listening to the band
play fight songs during
timeouts and watching an

entire stadium do The Wave
are the Eighth and Ninth
Wondets of the World. The
smell of the green grass and
the .rnsh of 75,000+ fans
erupting after a touchdown
provide a glorious sensory
overload.
At a baseball game, the
anticipation of catching a
foul ball or a home run is
paramount. The seventh-inning stretch is a time to
literally stretch and sing a
few songs, including "Take
Me Out To The Ball Game.i.
Sitting behind the catcher
gives you a greater appreciation for the speed of the
pitches and the vastness of
the baseball diamond.
The iconic folding stadium
seats give yqu that patriotic
feeling of being a beloved
.spectator of America's favorite pastime.
A basketba.l). game offers
close-range action that stands
unrivaled in the world of
sports. The speed of the
game is doubled in person
and the ability to high-five
strangers next to you never
gets old. The squeaking
of shoes on the court and
the rising decibels of the
student section gives way
to mysterious goosebumps.
Live soccer games redefine
fandom and devotion. The
elation (or depression) of a
goal is infinitely amplified.
The classic "Ole" chant that
follows is life changing. The·
non-stop action raises blood
pressure and penalty kicks
induce a collective breathhold from the crowd.
Tennis, volleyball, track
and field and even Nascar
are not exempt from the
exp eri e nce - e nh ancing
qualities that live athletic
events offer.
Attendance at these events
will not only broaden yotir
horizons but will give you
memories that will last a
lifetime. Good luck naming
a time when plasma screen
viewing has done that.
Get off the couch and
into a stadium seat. Abandon surround sound for
authentic noise. Sacrifice
the "sky cam" view for the
nosebleeds. Trust me, your
experience will be priceless.
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Larkin Hatcher

Liv Savage

CharlesAnn Freeman
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Our Athletes' Views
on Pop Culture
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uestions
If you were an animal what

would you be and why?
What is the weirdest thing
you have ever eaten?
What's a unique or quirky
habit you have?
.. •
If you could be anyone
besides yourself who
would you be?
What Is your go-to
pump up song?

A giraffe, because An otter, because
I would finally
they're cute and
be tall
love the water.

Cricket.
'
I talk in a high
pitched voice

a/ot

" Chocolate.
covered cricket.
When I concentrate
really hard, I stick
my tongue out.

Mia Hamm.

My roommate or
Beyonce.

"Timber" by Pitbu/I
feat. Ke$ha.

Anything by
Eminem.

'

A hawk so I could ·
fly.

A puppy, because
puppies are
cute.

Probably
something from
the cat.

I would be a lion,
because Simba
was a stud;

Cow tongue
tacos.
I squat and pop •

Combing my hair , J eat muffins with
behind my ears.
a fork.

my knees before

" EitherBruce
" Mclarty or Scott
'!
t
Adair.

Russell Crowe.

"Throw it Up" by
Lil Jon. '

"Shake it Off" by

" · Taylor Swift.

any athletic
activity. •

"Thunderstri.Jak'~•i

by AC/BC. ~ ~
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Burcham
band opens
for Andy

Grammer
By Joshua Johnson
News Editor
This past spring, a Harding graduate made
every young musician's dream come true by
starting his own band.
Brandon Burcham moved to Denver, Colo.,
after graduating fiom Harding in 2009, according
to his sister, senior Brianna Burcham. From
there, he reconnected with his cousins Scott
Burcham, a Colorado native, and Adam Dell,
from Little Rock, Ark. A few years later, after
countless hours of worship leading and a few
small-town gigs, the band Burcham was born
in a Denver garage.
"Th is band has always been a dream of
mine," Brandon Burcham said. "My cousins,
Scott and Adam, have made it a church and
family thing and I love it. It's always awesome
jamming together. That's pretty much how our
band started."
·Brianna Burcham describes herself as the
band's number one fan.
"My brother has wanted a band.since middle
school," Brianna Burcham said. "They've been .
working so hard on this album. It's great to see
them get this chance."
The band was given a last-minute opportunity
to open for Andy Grammer on Friday, Sept. 12.
The band· formerly scheduled to open for the
concert could not make the trip to Arkansas,
according to Campus Activities Board (CAB)
director Logan Light.
"I called Brandon Burcham to see ifthey were
available," Light said. "We quickly ran through
some details and pulled it together. I was very
happy with their performance, and I hope to
have them back on campus at some point."
According to Brianna Burcham, Light made
the call on Tuesday, inviting the band to be part
of the Friday concert. The band said they did
not even know ifit would be possible for them
to get to Arkansas so quickly, but everything
fell into place.
"I can't even begin to describe how blessed
we are,"Brandon Burcham said. "We're heading
back to Colorado this week, but we have some
gigs lined up for the future. W e're very excited."
Burcham's EP, "These," can be purchased
on iTunes for $6.99 and streamed on Spotify.
"We're proud of these songs," Brandon
Burcham said. "We don't have many songs,
but we have 'These."'
Although the band's official website says
some people have compared the group's sound
to other bands and musicians, the band prefers
not to compare themselves to anyone else.
"Some people say Burcham sounds like
Lumineers meets Ben Folds,"the website said.
"Others claim Burcham's sound has a Keanemeets-Billy-J oel feel. Out of respect for the
good names of other artists, we'd like to think
we sound like Burcham."
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Freshman Josiah Abney cheers alongside other Armstrong Elite fans at a match this Wednesday to show
support for the team. The team's fan base has grown steadily since the beginning of the season.

Armstrong Elite generates
fanfare and faithful following
By Rachel Brackins
Editorial Asst.

It only takes a spark to start a fire, and it
only takes a room full of freshmen guys to
start the "Armstrong Elite."
The Armstrong Elite is an intramural
volleyball team comprised of eight freshmen
who live in Armstrong Hall. According to
freshman Trey Davis, the idea to form a team
happened by chance.
''.Armstrong Elite is an idea that started
just in a room ofguys," Davis said. "We were
sitting in Armstrong just hanging out, and we
decided that we all wanted to play intramural
volleyball. We started brainstorming and we
knew that second floor Armstrong is crazy.
And we were like 'I bet we could get those
guys to come and dress up.' From there we
invited everyone in .Armstrong and even our
dorm parents and their kids."
Freshman Curt Baker said he was still
surprised when close to 60 people showed
up for the first game.
"We dressed up in stupid, crazy costumes

and brought a ridiculous boom box and tight-knit group of guys in Armstrong, but
played super awesome music," Baker said. really it's morphed into a tight thing for us
. "We didn't even anticipate having anybody as freshmen to all bond together. So almost
but Armstrong people there, and it just kind every time we have a game it's like a freshman
of exploded."
function. After the games we all just sit and
Since the first game, the crowd has gotten talk and hang out. In that regard, it's exactly
larger, louder and more coordinated. Accord- what we wanted."
ing to freshman Josiah Abney, the fans have
The Armstrong Elite has given many
regular chants and a different theme for every members ofthis year's freshmen class a chance
game, such as black out, American, or tropical. to grow closer, and Baker said he hopes the
"It just kind of happens," Abney said. class will continue to find ways to bond.
"We work as a collective unit. We all sit
"I want to see this kind of thing happen
around, someone will suggest a theme, we'll again, to see our class get together and be silly
agree and then it just goes. Mostly it's word and be crazy and have fun together," Baker
of mouth. People start Snapchatting it and said. "I've wondered if, as we join clubs and
it really spreads quickly."
get deeper into school, we'll slowly start to
The Armstrong Elite has not won many fragment off into our own groups. It's been
games, but according to Davis, that is not super valuable our freshman year to have
the point.
people to hang out with and be crazy with.
"(Having so many fans) helps a lot for our I really hope that something of this nature
true goal,"Davis said. "Our true goal isn't to continues on and that we can do stufftogether
win, but to bring our freshman class closer. as a class for the next four years."
The Armstrong Elite team is currently
That's where the true purpose behind this began.
We really wanted to develop a community, a 4-3 in its season.

Professors go underground with cave property
By Julie Anne White
Asst. Web Editor
Not only has Paul Pitt, a professor
of art, been teaching art at Harding
for nearly three decades, he is also a
certified hypnotist and a modem-day
caveman.
.
~~Paul.Pitt and his wife Sharon, who
is'
an assistant communications
w.o'fessor, have lived in a house cur
out ·pf the side ofa hill in the woods
for years as ofthis December. Paul
Pitt said it was his dream to live in
a d~e-style, underground home
for manyyears·before he began the
construction process. Since natural
caves are few and far between in the
south, Paul Pitt had to get creative
when building his dream home.
"I had to make my own
cave,"Paul Pitt said. 'We dug
out on the hillside, built
it, and then covered it
backup."
The Pitt's house
is connected
by a tunnel
to a second
cave, which

:ilso
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he uses as his studio. P aul Pitt said
there are many advantages to living
underground, including free natural
heating and cooling from the earth,
and safety from natural disasters.
"There is no sway factor during
an earthquake, and it is much safer
during a tornado or hurricane," Paul
Pitt said. "We sometimes have extra
company,during tornado warnings."
Sharon. Pitt said she never
imagined herselfliving in a cave, but
decided ~he was willing to let h e r
husband's dream

become the:ir

"This was not the house I would
have built, but it was my husband's
dream," Sharon Pitt said. "We've had
a lot of fun over the years. It was a
family project. His parents came and
helped us work on it, and our sons
helped build it."
Although the Pitt's house is tucked
away in the woods and not visible
from the main road, Paul Pitt said
he is still within Searcy city limits.
"I don't like it because I can't

shoot a gun, but fire insurance is
cheaper,"Paul Pitt said.
Both the Pitts often invite students
from their classes over to their house
for an evening of food and fun.
"That's just something we do every
semester," Sharon Pitt said. "They call
it the Hobbit House."
Junior Emily Strandvold visited
last year and said she was fascinated
by the ambiance of the cave house.
"It was really nice ofMrs. Pitt to
invite us into her home and make

us dinner," Strandvold said.
"Besides h er house looking like
a hobbit house, the surrounding
area also seemed like something
out in the middle of nowhere. The
whole atmosphere made you want
to adventure and find all the neat
quirks about the place."
Sharon Pitt said that since
many students are aware of her
husband's abilities as a hypnotist,
they are eager to visit so that they
can experience this phenomenon.
"Sometimes students come just
because they know my husband
will hypnotize them," Sharon
Pitt said..
The Pitts said that, as
per usual , they plan
to invite their
classes home
this semester
to expl ore
the cave
and eat

graphic by Cina Catteau

'Bigger' iPhone 6
hits stores today
By Taylor Gleaves
Asst. Web Editor
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Juniors Lydia McReynolds and Lois Miller study and enjoy coffee at Slader's Alaskan Dumpling Co. on Monday,
Sept. 15. The restaurant opened nine months ago and has attracted thousands of students.

Alaskan flavor spices up Searcy
By Wesley Seaman
Beat Reporter

After nine months ofbusiness, Slader's
Alaskan Dumpling Co. (SADCo.) has
continued to experience success.
Slader Marshall, a 2013 Harding
graduate, opened the dumpling shop
in January 2014. Marshall said he was
apprehensive when he began the process.
"When I first said I was going to
do this, obviously I told my family
and got them involved," Marshall said.
"But from a friend point of view, when
I said that I was opening a restaurant
right after I got out of school, and it's
going to be serving dumplings from
Alaska ... of course you have a lot of
people when you go a different path
that question what you're doing and
why you're doing it."
When it comes to the shop itself,
Marshall said that he was on his own
because his business is different than
any other.
"I couldn't look to any other restau-

rants or businesses in general because
what we do here is so unique,"Marshall
said. "I was developing not just an atmosphere for people, I was developing
a taste, and that's something that made
me apprehensive."
Marshall is proud of the success that
SADCo. has experienced and credits
his connections to family, friends and
Harding for supporting the shop.
"I was very connected at Harding.
I had a good group of guys that were
still in Searcy and they supported me
in the beginning," Marshall said. "To
get off the ground I was really well
supported."
With a new semester started and
business booming, Marshall now looks
to the future.
"We've got some more things in
the works as far as where we'd like to
expand to," Marshall said. "The biggest
expansion is the food truck."
Marshall purchased the food truck
in Memphis, Tenn., with plans to take

his Alaskan dumplings on the road to
places like Little Rock, Conway and
Fayetteville.
In addition to selling merchandise
such as shirts, koozies and stickers,
SADCo. has also begun expanding its
food and drink offerings by serving coffee.
Roasted by the H eritage Company in
Alaska, SADCo. offers coffee by the
cup and whole bean or ground bags.The
shop has also been experimenting with
a dessert dumpling, but the verdict is
not out whether it will come to fruition.
Although SADCo. has been experiencing great success, Marshall still
keeps the patrons at the heart of the
dumpling shop.
"There is some sort of ownership
you create for people," Marshall said.
"I would say that's one of the m ain
reasons we have business still."
Marshall said he hopes the shop
will remain a great place for families
and friends to gather for live music or
quiet studying, depending on the night.

The iPhone 6 slogan "Bigger
than bigger" appears on the
main web page to introduce
Apple's latest creation.
Apple's digital countdown
clock concluded with its
reveal of the new iPhone
on Tuesday, Sept. 9 . According to Apple, the new
iPhone 6 is larger than any
of the previous models of the
iPhone, while still remaining
incredibly thin. The iPhone
has improvements to make
the experience of owning
an iPhone better through its
enhanced power efficiency.
Apple said the iPhone's
hardware and software function
in perfect unison, creating a
new generation ofiPhone. The
iPhone 6 measures 6.9 mm and
the iPhone 6 Plus measures
7.1 mm. These advancements
include a bigger multi-touch
display with brilliant colors and
higher contrast at even wider
viewing angles, according to
Apple. The iPhone 6 is introducing an increased battery life,
providing a more sustainable
and longer lasting experience
for users to do more things
for a longer period of time.
Critics of the iPhone 6
argue that it's not as much of
an upgrade as previous models.
However, that doesn't deter
prospective customers.

"The new iPhone gets a
lot of flak for being a casual
upgrade of an already existing smartphone, like it's not
innovative enough," senior
Barret Swims said. "People
forget we have these magic
computers in our hands that
allow us to navigate roads, stay
in contact with our friends
across multiple platforms and
enjoy any number ofvarious
works of art. The new iPhone
is a continuation of that idea:
a faster, clearer, more efficient
phone."
Apple said the iPhone 6
has further advancements in
regards to photo and video
editing. According to Apple,
more people take more photos
with the iPhone than with any
other camera. iSight, which
is included in the iPhone 6,
is a new sensor with Focus
P ixels and new video features
which include a time-lapse
video mode.
Senior Rachel Wagner
plans to purchase the iPhone
6 a few days after the official
release.
"I think I'm most excited
about Touch ID, which is a
new feature that scans your
thumbprint," Wagner said.
"I really just want to feel like
a secret agent."
Pre-orders for the new
iPhone 6 started Sept. 12 and
will be available in stores today.

Photo courtesy of Apple Press

Apps can save you time, money and sanity

Walmart Savings Catcher

Viber

Peak-Brain Training

Heads Up

7 Minute Workout Challenge
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